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MAKING THE CASE FOR CHANGING U.S. POLICY REGARDING HIGHLY SKILLED IMMIGRANTS

Peter H. Schuck & John E. Tyler*

ABSTRACT

Highly skilled immigrants to the United States ("HSIs") have helped catalyze American economic growth and advances in human welfare by generating knowledge and innovations that have spawned new products, services, systems, jobs, and wealth. A number of studies document that HSIs are disproportionately innovative. Similarly, HSIs are more likely to start and grow companies, which are a vital source of new jobs. Unfortunately, current U.S. policy regarding HSIs—mostly relating to H-1B and EB series visas—inhibits our ability to more fully benefit from the growth-enhancing contributions HSIs can make. In addition to tinkering around the edges of existing policy, more far-reaching reforms are required to produce larger gains. We propose to (1) guarantee at least provisional visas for foreign-born graduates of science, engineering, technology, or math programs at American universities; (2) encourage state and local communities to actively advertise for and recruit HSIs with characteristics, experiences, and skills targeted to particular economic development opportunities, such as life sciences, clean energy, or other disciplines; (3) create a new provisional visa for HSI entrepreneurs who create jobs and growth; and (4) adopt new policy mechanisms, such as a point system or an auction of HSI visas, better suited to attract high-productivity individuals and promote economic growth.

* Peter Schuck is the Simeon E. Baldwin Professor of Law at Yale University and a visiting professor at New York University School of Law. John Tyler is Vice President and Corporate Secretary of the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation. The authors are grateful for the research assistance of David Back and the comments, suggestions, and feedback of their colleagues on The Kauffman Task Force on Law, Innovation, and Growth. This article is a version of a chapter in a book on “Rules for Growth” written by the Task Force. See THE KAUFFMAN TASK FORCE ON LAW, INNOVATION, AND GROWTH, RULES FOR GROWTH (forthcoming Jan. 2011). We are grateful to the Kauffman Foundation and the Fordham Urban Law Journal for their respective permissions.
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INTRODUCTION

Human curiosity expands our understanding of phenomena relating to
science, technology, engineering, and math ("STEM"), among other fields.
Those understandings generate new knowledge and innovations, which
may in turn lead to new products, services, productive systems, and jobs
that contribute to economic growth and advances in human welfare. Stated
differently, knowledge is iterative and dynamic; it is limited only by our
capacity to comprehend more, ask new questions, and dedicate the neces-
Highly skilled immigrants ("HSIs") to the United States, particularly foreign-born workers with graduate degrees in STEM fields, have catalyzed and expanded U.S. innovation, economic growth, jobs, wealth creation, and the resulting advances in human welfare. Their inventions, innovative approaches, and new companies are legion. America has been attractive to HSIs and other innovators at least in part because of its fundamental freedoms, market-friendly values, and reliable infrastructure. But this past success in attracting HSIs is no guarantee of the United States' future ability to attract or retain such immigrants. This gives rise to three questions.

First, could our nation have achieved greater innovation, economic growth, jobs, and advances in human welfare if U.S. policy had focused more deliberately on potential contributions from HSIs? Second, how can the United States ensure that we continue to benefit from HSIs in the face of increased competition from other countries seeking to attract (or retain) them? Finally, is our economic leadership and future being compromised by clinging to old policies not well-adapted to current and future circumstances?

In this article, we marshal data and evidence demonstrating that HSIs offer innovative and entrepreneurial talents, particularly in STEM fields. We also show that new policy approaches could better deploy these talents and result in economic growth. We advocate several changes, including: making targeted efforts to recruit people with preferred characteristics, experience, and skills for starting and growing companies and making permanent or at least provisional visas available to them; guaranteeing that HSIs who receive degrees from U.S. universities in STEM disciplines, particularly from graduate programs, receive such visas; creating new visa categories for HSI entrepreneurs; and adopting a new system for granting such visas based on points or auctions that reward HSIs who can advance our nation's economic objectives, especially innovation, entrepreneurship, and jobs.

Part I identifies three threats to our economy that might be alleviated by new policies regarding HSIs. Part II summarizes relevant, current U.S. policies regarding HSIs, namely, the H-1B and EB series visas. Part III advances specific policy proposals to increase economic growth, innovation, jobs, and human welfare.
I. HSIs CAN HELP EXPAND THE U.S. ECONOMY, ADDRESS INCREASED COMPETITION, AND MEET DEMANDS FOR HIGHLY SKILLED LABOR

More effective policies regarding HSIs can affect and help address at least three macro-level economic problems for the United States: sluggish economic growth and a need for new firms and jobs; growing competition from increasingly sophisticated and productive countries around the globe; and a supply shortage being created by an aging STEM population and not enough native STEM graduates. We now discuss each of these problems and their relationship to U.S. policy regarding HSIs.1

A. HSIs are Innovative and Entrepreneurial

HSIs innovate and engage in entrepreneurial activity, particularly in STEM industries, at levels disproportionate to their presence in the population and relative to native-born Americans.

1. HSIs as Innovators: Education Levels and Patenting Activity

Researchers often consider two indicators of innovation: education in a STEM discipline2 and patenting activity.3 They find a correlation between advanced education in a STEM field and “high rates of entrepreneurship and innovation.”4 They also find high rates of patenting activity by for-

1. Although many studies show that legal immigration in general improves job growth and economic development, particularly in disadvantaged areas, we focus here on HSIs. See Richard T. Herman & Robert L. Smith, Immigrant, Inc.: Why Immigrant Entrepreneurs Are Driving the New Economy (and How They Will Save the American Worker) 125-27 (2010).


3. See Vivek Wadhwa et al., Ewing Marion Kauffman Found., Education, Entrepreneurship, and Immigration: America’s New Immigrant Entrepreneurs, Part II, at 14 (2007), [hereinafter Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part II]; see also id. at 4. Founders of engineering and technology companies between 1995 and 2005 were consistently highly educated. See id. at 2. Ninety-six percent had bachelor’s degrees. See id. More impressively, 74% of immigrant founders had graduate or post-graduate degrees and more than one-fourth had at least a doctorate. See id. at 2-3. This figure compares to about only 50% of native-born founders with graduate degrees. See Vivek Wadhwa et al., Skilled Immigration and Economic Growth, 5 Applied Research in Econ. Dev. 6, 10 (2008) [hereinafter
eign-born inventors relative to their presence in the population as a whole and in the workforce more specifically. 5

Other researchers find evidence of innovation by non-citizen residents at a rate twice their presence in the population and workforce. 6 They also find that immigrants with bachelor’s degrees were granted patents at twice the rate of native-born Americans with bachelor’s degrees; the difference rises to almost three times the rate when comparing those with graduate degrees. 7 The differences in patenting were less pronounced when comparing immigrant scientists and engineers with native-born scientists and engineers, but immigrants still received about 20% more patents than native-born scientists and engineers. 8

In addition, researchers found a direct correlation between increases in the number of H-1B visas and increases in patent applications. 9 Some commentators contend that HSIs crowd out native-born STEM innovation by interfering with access to graduate education, 10 taking jobs, 11

Wadhwa, Skilled Immigration]. Three-quarters of these immigrant founders had their highest degrees in a STEM discipline. See Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part II, supra, at 3. Over one-half received their highest degree from a U.S. university. Id.


6. See Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle, supra note 3, at 1, 4, 13; see also Herman & Smith, supra note 1, at 513 (stating that immigrants are about 12% of the population). Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle analyzed responses to the 2003 National Survey of College Graduates and found that non-citizen residents of the U.S. were integral to 24% of the reported patent activity between 1998 and 2003—about double their presence in the 2000 population generally and the workforce more specifically. See Fairlie, supra note 5; Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle, supra note 3, at 1-5, 10-11, 13-15, 19-21, tbl.1. This rate of innovation is also about two and a half times the proportion of legal immigrants in the United States, even though immigrants with college degrees comprised only 3.5% of the overall population in 2000. See Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle, supra note 3, at 13; see also Anderson & Platzter, supra note 5.

7. See Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle, supra note 3, at 10-11, tbl.1.

8. See id. at 11, tbl.1.

9. See Kerr & Lincoln, supra note 3, at 1-2. For instance, non-citizen U.S. residents were named on 7.3% of patent applications filed from the United States with the World Intellectual Property Organization in 1998. See Vivek Wadhwa et al., America’s New Immigrant Entrepreneurs, Part I, at 27 & fig.12 (2007) [hereinafter Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part I]. The rate increased to 13.8% in 2003, rose dramatically to 23.5% in 2005, and rose again to 24.2% in 2006. Id. These increases correspond to a doubling of the number of H-1B visas available from 1999-2000, and a tripling in the number from 2001-2003.

10. See Neeraj Kaushal & Michael Fix, The Contributions of High-Skilled Immigrants, Insight (Migration Pol’y Inst., Wash. D.C.), July 2006, at 13; George J. Borjas, Do Foreign Students Crowd Out Native Students from Graduate Programs? 4, 7-8, 10 (Nat’l Bureau of
and depressing wages. Others, however, find no evidence that increasing the number of H-1B visas reduces innovation by non-immigrant researchers, as measured by patent applications. Researchers have also found either an absence of such crowding out, or a crowding in or positive spillover effect. This research shows that increasing the number of H-1B visas benefits native-born workers and the broader population by helping achieve critical mass in researching specialized areas, providing skills that complement native-born researchers, and contributing to increased output, commercialization, or usefulness of the patents’ subjects, which also benefits the native-born population.

Ultimately, whatever crowding out may occur must be weighed against the widely-distributed, substantial benefits produced by the quickened pace of scientific progress, discovery, and other benefits derived from foreign-born people creating and pursuing their ideas and innovations here. Policy changes that encourage HSIs to come to and stay in the United States to work and start companies are likely to increase overall U.S. innovation and, by extension, economic growth, job creation, and human welfare.


11. See Kaushal & Fix, supra note 10, at 14.


14. See Kerr & Lincoln, supra note 3, at 1-3.

15. See Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle, supra note 3, at 1-2. Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle found that a 1% increase in immigrant college graduates is associated with a 12% to 15% increase in total patenting per capita. This finding implies a spillover effect. See id. at 14, 19-21. Their correlations are even more substantive for graduate education generally, and for science and engineering fields specifically. See id. at 5, 15, 19; see also Pia M. Orretriis & Madeline Zavodny, Beside the Golden Door: U.S. Immigration Reform in a New Era of Globalization 49, 51, 52, 65, 123 n.43 (2010) (discussing the spillover effect); Kaushal & Fix, supra note 10, at 14 (discussing the supply of immigrant talent); Kerr & Lincoln, supra note 3, at 2, 4 (discussing the effects of high-skilled immigration); Wadhwa, Woes, supra note 13 ("The critical mass of knowledge workers at worst did no harm to non-immigrant knowledge workers" and at best such workers benefited from "intellectual cross-pollination and interaction with foreign workers plying the same trade.").

2. HSIs as Entrepreneurs: Starting and Growing Firms and Creating Jobs

HSIs have contributed significantly to U.S. economic growth over time, and they have a “striking propensity” to start and grow companies, particularly in technology fields. HSIs have been integrally involved with founding about one-quarter of the technology and engineering companies started between 1995 and 2005 that comprise the Dun & Bradstreet Million Dollar database. Other research corroborates this 25% ratio, including studies of Silicon Valley, biotech companies in New England, and publicly traded companies that receive venture capital.

The consistent finding that immigrants create about one-quarter of businesses in the subject pools is even more impressive when immigrants are considered relative to their general presence in the population and workforce. Immigrants start companies at twice their ratio in the U.S. population and workforce.

---

17. See Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part II, supra note 4.
18. See Anderson & Platzer, supra note 5, at 5.
19. See Vivek Wadhwa, A Reverse Brain Drain, Issues in Sci. & Tech., Spring 2009, at 47 [hereinafter Wadhwa, Reverse Brain Drain]; see also Fairlie, supra note 5, at 1; Herman & Smith, supra note 1, at 187; Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle, supra note 3; Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part I, supra note 9, at 4, 11, 35; Wadhwa, Skilled Immigration, supra note 4, at 8; H-1B Visas by the Numbers: 2010 and Beyond, NFAP Policy Brief (Nat’l Found. for Am. Policy, Arlington, Va.), Mar. 2010, at 14 [hereinafter H-1B Visas by the Numbers].

The Dun & Bradstreet Million Dollar database consists of companies that have more than $1 million in sales, and employ twenty or more people or have branches with a total of at least fifty employees. See Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part I, supra note 9, at 8; Wadhwa, Skilled Immigration, supra note 4, at 7. It was estimated that companies with at least one immigrant founder generated $52 billion in revenue and employed 450,000 workers in 2005. See Fairlie, supra note 5, at 25; Herman & Smith, supra note 1, at 187; Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part I, supra note 9, at 4, 11, 35; H-1B Visas by the Numbers, supra; Wadhwa, Reverse Brain Drain, supra.

20. Chinese and Indian immigrants had key roles in starting about one-fourth of the companies in Silicon Valley between 1980 and 1998. See Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part I, supra note 9, at 3; Wadhwa, Skilled Immigration, supra note 4, at 6-7; see also AnnaLee Saxenian, Silicon Valley’s New Immigrant High-Growth Entrepreneurs, 16 Econ. Dev. Q. 20, 24 (2002), available at http://edq.sagepub.com/content/16/1/20.

21. According to a 2007 study by the Immigration Learning Center, immigrants also helped found 25.7% of the biotech companies in New England (mostly in Massachusetts), even though immigrants comprised only about 14.4% of the relevant population. See Daniel J. Monti et al., Immigrant Learning Ctr., Immigrant Entrepreneurs in the Massachusetts Biotechnology Industry 4, 10 (2007).

22. Anderson and Platzer reached similar conclusions in a study about publicly traded companies started between 1990 and 2005 that took venture capital. In 25% of the companies studied, immigrants formed part of the founding teams. Anderson & Platzer, supra note 5, at 13. That percentage dropped by only 2% when they extended the study back to 1980. See id. In 2005, those companies had a market capitalization of about $500 billion and revenue of more than $130 billion. See id. at 11, 13.
tion, twice their share of the U.S. workforce, and more than two and a half times their share of the overall population. These ratios may even understate immigrants’ entrepreneurial activity for at least two reasons: the lag effect, and the fact that some studies show even higher rates of firm formation by immigrants.

a. Lag Effect

It would be unusual for immigrants to found their companies in the year in which they arrive in the United States, particularly because most immigrants come here to study or work, rather than to start companies. Further, it generally takes time for the ideas, networks, and other entrepreneurial factors to coalesce and motivate visa holders to start a company. For these reasons, it would probably be more accurate to compare immigrants as founders or co-founders of companies begun between 1995 and 2005 with the proportion of immigrants in the population in earlier years, such as 1990, when immigrants were less than 8% of the overall U.S. population, or 1995, when they were just over 9% of the population. According to such a comparison, immigrants arguably founded companies at about three times the rate of their overall presence in the United States during the relevant years.


One study showed that immigrants started businesses at a rate of about 530 per 100,000 immigrants each month, compared with 280 per 100,000 native-born people each month—just under a two-to-one ratio. See Herman & Smith, supra note 1, at 15. According to another study, immigrants are 30% more likely than native-born people to start a business. See Fairlie, supra note 5, at 31.

24. See Anderson & Platzer, supra note 5, at 17; Herman & Smith, supra note 1, at 193 fig. A.13; Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part II, supra note 4, at 8.


27. Camarota, supra note 26, at 8 tbl. 2.
b. Other Research

Some studies suggest that immigrants have participated in founding substantially more than 25% of relevant companies; indeed, some data suggests double that rate. If these higher rates are accurate, and if the lag effect is ignored so that 2008 is the relevant year for comparing the U.S. immigrant population (12%), workforce (12%), and legal presence in the population (9%), then the rate of immigrants involved in founding companies is three to five times their presence in the relevant comparison set. If the lag effect is factored in along with these studies so that the relevant population comparison years are 1990 and 1995, the relative rate instead becomes five to six and a half times their presence.

This phenomenon is critical for our nation’s economic growth because new firms disproportionately increase employment. Census data from 2007 suggests that firms between one and five years old account for about two-thirds of net new job creation, with firms between three and five years old generating about 10% of net new jobs even though they comprise less than 1% of the total number of companies. Because about one-third of all new firms close by their second year, and roughly half do not survive beyond five years, firms that do reach age five are largely responsible for that net new job creation. Obviously, a continuous procession of large numbers of new firms is needed to sustain or even expand that job creation trend. Yet in recent decades, the United States has experienced a remarkably consistent pattern of about 500,000 new firm starts each year even in the face of sometimes sharp changes in economic conditions and markets and the presence of longer cycle changes in population and education.

28. Wadhwa and Saxenian updated Saxenian’s 1999 study and found that over 52% of technology and engineering companies started in Silicon Valley between 1995 and 2005 had at least one immigrant founder. See WADHWA, ENTREPRENEURS, PART I, supra note 9, at 5. When studying a sample of 340 privately held, venture-backed companies, Anderson and Platzer also learned that immigrants played key roles in starting 47% of them. See ANDERSON & PLATZER, supra note 5, at 17. Finally, the authors of the Immigrant Learning Center’s study of New England’s biotechnology industry suggest that foreign-born people could have had a role in founding up to 40% of the companies, instead of only 25.7% of them. See MONTI ET AL., supra note 21, at 10.


30. See STANGLER & LITAN, supra note 29, at 5-6. These firms contributed an average of four jobs per firm per year, and about eight million of the twelve million new jobs added in 2007. See id. at 6.

United States economic and policy interests demand that we find ways to increase the number of firm starts and grow their survival rates to and past year five. Attracting and retaining entrepreneurial HSIs in the U.S. economy could help achieve these ends because the data shows that HSIs create more new firms, add more net new jobs, thereby contributing to the growth of mature firms.

B. Other Countries Have Begun Winning the Competition for HSIs

Competition in STEM industries is increasing around the globe, endangering U.S. leadership in innovation. Other countries have improved infrastructure and educational quality, provided attractive environments for professional growth, development, and the resulting career advancement, and conducted more sophisticated research and development leading to the advancement of products and services. Although many of the factors that contribute to this competition and affect U.S. stature are beyond our control, there is much that policymakers can do, including targeting policy to attract and retain HSIs most likely to contribute to economic growth.

Science and technology are no longer the exclusive province of developed nations: "Governments in many parts of the developing world have come to view science and technology as integral to economic growth and

and found that a median of about 500,000 new firms were started each year from 1977 to 2005. See id. at 5 & fig.3. The data shows very little variance from year to year, changing only about 3-6% in any given year. See id. Data from the Kauffman Index of Entrepreneurial Activity and the Panel Study of Entrepreneurial Dynamics show similar patterns of consistency. See id. at 6.

32. See NAT’L SCI. FOUND., NSB 10-01, SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING INDICATORS 2010, at O-3 (2010); Orrenius & Zavodny, supra note 15, at 55; Benson Honig et al., Preface to TRANSNATIONAL AND IMMIGRANT ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD, at xvii-xxiv (Benson Honig et al. eds., 2010); Ivan Light, Forward to TRANSNATIONAL AND IMMIGRANT ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD, at ix-xiv (Benson Honig et al. eds., 2010).

33. See NAT’L SCI. FOUND., supra note 32, at O-3, O-19.


36. See Wadhwa, Reverse Brain Drain, supra note 19, at 46.


38. See West, supra note 16, at 13, 40, 152-53; Kaushal & Fix, supra note 10, at 1; see also Monti et al., supra note 21, at 10 (noting that “immigrants are one of the ‘crown jewels’ of the nation’s innovative contributions to the global economy”).
development, and they have set out to build more knowledge-intensive economies in which research, its commercial exploitation, and intellectual work would play a growing role."39 They have opened their markets to trade and foreign investment, improved relevant infrastructures, stimulated research and development, and expanded higher education thereby producing more scientists and engineers.40 China and developing countries in Asia have been particularly aggressive in these fields, as have Brazil and South Africa.41 There is also more intense competition from the European Union, Israel, Canada, and Australia.42

An objective indicator of these developments is North America’s declining share of global research and development activity, which dropped from 40% to 35% between 1996 and 2007.43 The European Union’s share also dropped, but only 3%—from 31% to 28%.44 The Asia/Pacific region benefited from (or helped contribute to) these declines by increasing its share from 24% to 31%, even while Japan experienced comparatively little growth.45 The rest of the world grew its share of research and development activity by 20%, expanding from 5% to 6%.46 The quantities of researchers, patenting activity, and degree production all tell a similar story.47

In addition, other nations’ policies are often more welcoming of HSIs and less restrictive than those of the United States.48 For instance, Canada, Australia, Japan, the United Kingdom, Germany, parts of the European Union, and other countries have streamlined their processes for hiring foreign workers and potential entrepreneurs, thereby luring many of them away

39. NAT’L SCI. FOUND., supra note 32, at O-3.
40. Id.
41. See id.
42. See id.
43. See id. at O-6 fig.O-5.
44. Id.
45. See id.
46. Id.
47. The United States, European Union, and China each had about 1.4 million researchers in 2007. See NAT’L SCI. FOUND., supra note 32, at 3-8, 3-48. The number of researchers in the United States and European Union grew by about 40% between 1995 and 2007; but the number of researchers in China during these years grew by 173%. Id. The number of researchers in Japan rose by only 5%. Id. Moreover, in 2009, non-natives obtained more patents than did Americans. See WEST, supra note 16, at 129. Degree production in science and engineering fields is following similar patterns, with only 16% of U.S. students receiving science or engineering degrees, compared to 38% of students in Korea, 33% of students in Germany, 28% of students in France, 27% of students in England, and 26% of students in Japan. Id. at 130.
from the United States.\textsuperscript{49} Some countries have created special visa and entry requirements for immigrants who may be entrepreneurs.\textsuperscript{50} Others are focusing on reducing barriers for HSIs to enter their workforce.\textsuperscript{51}

The United States is no longer the only or even primary place for HSIs to find work or to start and grow companies.\textsuperscript{52} Increasingly, foreign-born students and workers return to their home countries for reasons that include sophisticated work (including primary research and development in such industries as aerospace, medical devices, pharmaceuticals, and software),\textsuperscript{53} an increased demand for their skills,\textsuperscript{54} a belief that their home country offers better career opportunities,\textsuperscript{55} a belief that the U.S. economy will soon lag behind global growth rates,\textsuperscript{56} and a higher standard of living and social status for successful people, as compared with the U.S. standard.\textsuperscript{57}

China and India are rapidly growing their economies and creating new personal and professional opportunities.\textsuperscript{58} Many other countries are also attracting HSIs away from the United States.\textsuperscript{59} United States policies and procedures must adapt to this new reality and recognize that the U.S. and


\textsuperscript{50} See Schuetze & Antecol, supra note 25, at 110-12.

\textsuperscript{51} See NAT'L SCI. FOUND., supra note 32, at 3-51, 3-58; ANDERSON & PLATZER, supra note 5, at 27; Review & Outlook, supra note 49; Schuck, Morality, supra note 37, at 888; Schuetze & Antecol, supra note 25, at 107.

\textsuperscript{52} See Wadhwa, Reverse Brain Drain, supra note 19, at 45, 52; see also HERMAN & SMITH, supra note 1, at 145-46; Kaushal & Fix, supra note 10, at 2, 16; Review & Outlook, supra note 49.

\textsuperscript{53} See Wadhwa, Reverse Brain Drain, supra note 19, at 46.

\textsuperscript{54} WADHWA, ENTREPRENEURS, PART IV, supra note 35, at 3.

\textsuperscript{55} Id. at 3, 4, 18; see also HERMAN & SMITH, supra note 1, at 146; Alden, supra note 48, at 3.

\textsuperscript{56} WADHWA, ENTREPRENEURS, PART IV, supra note 35, at 3, 4, 18; see also HERMAN & SMITH, supra note 1, at 146.

\textsuperscript{57} See Alden, supra note 48.

\textsuperscript{58} See HERMAN & SMITH, supra note 1, at 145; see also Gerry Kerr & Francine K. Schlosser, The Progression of International Students into Transnational Entrepreneurs: A Conceptual Framework, in TRANSNATIONAL AND IMMIGRANT ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD 122, 138 (Benson Honig et al. eds., 2010); Wadhwa, Reverse Brain Drain, supra note 19, at 49; Alden, supra note 48.

\textsuperscript{59} See, e.g., ANDERSON & PLATZER, supra note 5, at 22; Alden, supra note 48.
global economic pies are not stagnant. We can no longer satisfy our unfulfilled high-skill labor and innovation needs at our will and discretion.\textsuperscript{60}

Notwithstanding the above, the United States need not take a wholly negative view of worldwide competition. The global marketplace is not a zero sum game where every winner must impose a toll on a corresponding loser. Instead, our economy and that of other countries can expand and grow. In doing so, it can create complementary new jobs, innovations, and opportunities. For example, HSIs to the United States not only bring their knowledge, talent, and enterprise; they also bring connections and networks from their home countries, and opportunities for U.S. companies to possibly operate more efficiently, provide knowledge-based services, and reach new markets.

Healthy, robust, entrepreneurial economies around the world may presage greater political stability there, relieving the strain on U.S. economic and other resources. Because the world looks to America as an engine for its own economic growth, global competition can benefit the United States and its enterprises. Our policy should cultivate those benefits while preserving and pursuing national economic interests. Our immigration policies can either facilitate or inhibit America's economic strength and leadership;\textsuperscript{61} the status quo is inhibiting it.

C. U.S. Demand for Highly Skilled Labor

Many in the U.S. workforce dedicated to STEM careers and industries are approaching retirement and will begin doing so at increasing rates.\textsuperscript{62} At the same time, job growth in STEM fields is expanding.\textsuperscript{63} In addition, the


\textsuperscript{61} See Schuck, Morality, supra note 37, at 897.

\textsuperscript{62} See NAT'L SCI. FOUND., supra note 32, at 3-29, 3-29 fig.3-21. According to the Scientists and Engineers Statistical Data System (SESTAT), people over age sixty-five comprised just below 9% of the science and engineering (S&E) labor force in 2003; people between ages sixty and sixty-four comprised just over 6% of the labor force; people between ages fifty and fifty-nine comprised just over 9%; and people between ages fifty and fifty-four comprised just over 12% of that work force. See id. That is, about 15% of the scientists and engineers in the U.S. workforce in 2003 were in their sixties. More than 24% were within ten years of or were over age sixty-five, and more than one-third were over age fifty.

\textsuperscript{63} See id. at 3-14. A recent report from the National Science Foundation (NSF) found "disjunction between [science and engineering] occupations and [science and engineering] degrees." Id. at 3-13. The NSF reported that "degree production in all broad categories of science and engineering fields rose at a slower pace than employment in [science and engi-
demand for STEM jobs prior to the “Great Recession” had been increasing. Consequently, the United States needs to ensure that we at least replenish, if not grow, the pool of talent to provide the requisite skills, education, and experience on which those careers and industries depend. Moreover, the United States needs to consider those industries and careers that have not yet been created but that are or will soon be in development. Companies will find these skills and talents by hiring highly skilled native-born workers in the United States, bringing highly skilled foreign-born people to jobs in the United States, and/or hiring highly skilled foreign-born people to work at locations outside of the United States.

If current statistics are an indicator, most of these jobs will require higher education, and businesses will hire foreign-born people to meet those needs if there is not enough native-born talent to do so. The U.S. system of higher education is highly regarded globally and continues to provide foreign-born talent to help fill the demand for highly skilled labor. This is particularly true in electrical engineering, where...
about half of master’s degrees and two-thirds of doctorate recipients in the U.S. are foreign-born. Over half of doctorates bestowed in the natural sciences and engineering are to foreign-born recipients. Regardless of the specific numbers and the details of nomenclature, foreign-born people earn a disproportionate and substantially large number of the STEM doctorate and other graduate degrees awarded by U.S. universities. Generally, in any given year there are between one-half and two-thirds of foreign-born graduate students at U.S. universities studying electrical engineering, computer science, and other STEM fields.

United States policy must be re-evaluated to recognize these foreign-born people as assets and engines for innovation, economic growth, advances in human welfare, and jobs. If we do not recognize them as such, and continue advancing the creative and economic potential of other nations, we will find these U.S.-educated graduates continuing to operate businesses that compete with U.S. business or jobs by providing outsourced labor in other countries that are better positioned than ever to take advantage of our situation.


69. In 2007, U.S. universities awarded 50% of master’s degrees and 73% of doctorates in electrical engineering to foreign-born students. H-1B Visas by the Numbers, supra note 19 (citing Nat’l Sci. Found. & Nat’l Insts. of Health, Survey of Graduate Students and Postdoctorates in Science and Engineering, WebCASPAR (last updated May 2010), http://webcaspar.nsf.gov). In 2006, that percentage was about 40% for engineering master’s degrees and about 60% for doctorate degrees, which roughly parallels the rates for degrees awarded in 2004. Wadhwa, Reverse Brain Drain, supra note 19, at 50; Wadhwa, Skilled Immigration, supra note 4, at 11 (citing Michael T. Gibbons, Am. Soc’y for Eng’g Educ., Engineering by the Numbers (2007)). Degrees awarded in 2005 differed slightly, with 55% of master’s degrees and 67% of doctorates in electrical engineering going to foreign-born students. Anderson & Platzter, supra note 5, at 27. The consistency of these numbers dates to at least 1999, when people holding temporary or permanent visas earned 51% of the engineering doctorates awarded by U.S. universities. Nat’l Sci. Found., supra note 32, at O-7.


71. Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle, Abstract, supra note 3 (citing U.S. Census Bureau, National Survey of College Graduates (2003)).

72. Anderson & Platzter, supra note 5, at 27.

73. See Wadhwa, Entrepreneurs, Part IV, supra note 35, at 8; Wadhwa, Reverse Brain Drain, supra note 19, at 46.
II. A SUMMARY OF CURRENT U.S. POLICIES REGARDING HSIs

In this section we present an overview of and assess current U.S. immigration policies regarding HSIs. The most relevant visa programs for HSIs to work or start businesses in the United States are the H-1B (which provides for temporary, non-immigrant status with possible application for permanent residency) and the EB series (which permits permanent status).

A. H-1B Non-Immigrant, Temporary Visa Program

The H-1B is a temporary work visa for specialty jobs requiring theoretical and practical application of a body of specialized knowledge and requiring at least a bachelor’s degree. The visa requires a sponsoring employer and permits the holder to work in the United States for up to three years with the potential to renew once for an additional three years. Recipients are determined on a first in-first out basis, or by a lottery when there are more applications filed prior to the beginning of the fiscal year than there are visas available. After the term expires or if the worker leaves the original sponsoring employer and does not get new sponsorship, he or she must leave the country. Since 1990, those receiving H-1B visas have been allowed to apply for permanent residency and then citizenship, but they do not always receive one of the limited, more permanent visas.

Current law allocates 65,000 H-1B visas, with an additional 20,000 available since 2004, to those receiving advanced degrees from U.S. universities. At different times, Congress has changed the cap in response to economic conditions. Table 1 reflects the cap change, as well as the number of H-1B visas issued.

77. See 8 U.S.C. § 1184(a), (n).
78. 8 U.S.C. § 1184(h).
79. Id.
80. Id. § 1184(g)(1)(A)(vii), (g)(5)(C).
Table 1. H-1B Visas Authorized and Issued by Fiscal Year (FY)\textsuperscript{81}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>No. (per FY) of H-1B Visas Authorized</th>
<th>No. (per FY) of H-1B Visas Issued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990-1996</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>Less than 65,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-1998</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>65,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-2000</td>
<td>115,000</td>
<td>115,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>195,000</td>
<td>163,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>195,000</td>
<td>79,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>195,000</td>
<td>78,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-2010</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>65,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each of the past seven years, and nine of the past eleven years, the allotment of H-1B visas has been exhausted before or shortly after the applicable fiscal year began.\textsuperscript{82} In each of the past three years, the quota was depleted before the fiscal year began.\textsuperscript{83} About 163,000 applicants annually seek these visas, so demand overwhelms supply;\textsuperscript{84} the annual quota is often exhausted within the first few months, if not sooner.\textsuperscript{85} The current experience is somewhat different. As of October 15, 2010 only 42,800 H1-B visa petitions were filed under the first category (H-1B Regular Cap) and only 15,500 were filed under the second category (H-1B Master’s Exemption Cap).\textsuperscript{86} The recent economic downturn certainly explains part of this

\textsuperscript{81} See H-1B Visas by the Numbers, supra note 19, at 4-5 & tbl.1; Madeline Zavodny, The H-1B Program and its Effects on Information Technology Workers, ECON. REV.—FED. RES. BANK OF ATLANTA, July 1, 2003, at 1, 2 (2003); see also NAT’L SCI. FOUND., supra note 32, at 3-55; ANDERSON & PLATZER, supra note 5, at 21.

\textsuperscript{82} See ANDERSON & PLATZER, supra note 5, at 21; H-1B Visas by the Numbers, supra note 19, at 4.

\textsuperscript{83} See ANDERSON & PLATZER, supra note 5, at 21.


\textsuperscript{85} See ANDERSON & PLATZER, supra note 5, at 21.

\textsuperscript{86} H-1B Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 Cap Season, U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVS., http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem (follow “temporary workers” hyperlink; then follow “H-1B Specialty Occupations and Fashion Models” hyperlink; then
decline, but there was considerable dissatisfaction with the terms of the visa—especially but not only by congressional Democrats—even before the downturn.

For instance, labor unions opposed H1-B visas for a variety of reasons. The visa-holders, unions argued, not only compete with American workers but are also vulnerable to employer exploitation because the visas are temporary, can only be renewed with the employer’s cooperation, may not lead to a green card and permanent employment, and do not allow spouses to work in the United States.

The most significant drawback, however, is that workers generally lack employment mobility, which some analysts have characterized as a form of indentured servitude. It certainly interferes with efficient labor markets. The visa-holder cannot change employers without initiating the entire process again and jeopardizing his presence in the United States, unless the worker convinces his or her new employer to sponsor him or her. Those seeking permanent residency also depend on the sponsoring employer, and therefore may accept lower compensation, work longer hours, and tolerate otherwise unacceptable conditions and behavior by employers.

Some also argue that the H-1B program depresses wages by providing “cheap labor” that reduces compensation for native-workers in the same jobs. They also contend that holders of H-1B visas take jobs from Amer-

follow “H-1B Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 Cap Season” hyperlink on the top right); see also supra note 80 and accompanying text.


88. See PAPADEMETRIOU ET AL., PROVISIONAL VISAS, supra note 60, at i, 2.


90. See ORRENIUS & ZAVODNY, supra note 15, at 9; PAPADEMETRIOU ET AL., PROVISIONAL VISAS, supra note 60, at 9, 12, 16; Matloff, Reform, supra note 87, at 865.


Matloff relies on data that suggests starting salaries and later wages have been flat or falling for people with new bachelor’s or master’s degrees in computer science and electrical engineering. See id. at 3 figs.3 & 4; Matloff, Should the U.S. Increase, supra; see also NAT’L SCI. FOUND., supra note 32, at 3-57 tbl.3-56. He contends that this trend contradicts industry claims that post-graduate workers are in short supply, in which case Matloff believes wages would be rising. See MATLOFF, BEST? BRIGHTEST?, supra, at 3; Matloff, Should the U.S. Increase, supra; see also Matloff, Reform, supra note 87, at 861-64. Mat-
ican citizens, even though new H-1B visa holders constitute only 0.06% of a civilian workforce of 154 million. Over six years and assuming efficient visa processing, there would be approximately 510,000 workers in the United States on H-1B visas at any given time—only about 0.3% of the U.S. civilian workforce. Consequently, the direct impact of H-1B visa holders on the overall civilian workforce is negligible. Indeed, these visas may actually create more jobs, as studies and commentaries report that employers hire an additional four or five people for each H-1B worker they hire.

Even more than suppress economic growth, the lack of mobility caused by the H-1B program inhibits H-1B visa-holders from starting and growing companies and creating new jobs, unless they can do so outside of their regular employment or employer sponsorship. The inability to fully focus on and dedicate time and attention to a new company limits prospects for success and growth.

On a related note, Republicans are concerned about the temporary nature and limited number of H1-B visas, and the uncertainty that these factors create for the workforce. Employers like Google complain that the HSIs the company is most eager to recruit often resist petitioning for H-1B visas for this reason. Both parties agree on the need to expand, and perhaps even uncap, the number of permanent visas for HSIs, particularly in STEM
fields, and Congresswoman Zoe Lofgren is developing legislation to accomplish this.²⁷

B. EB Series Immigrant, Permanent Resident Visa Program

The EB visa series consists of five categories. The EB-1 targets "priority workers" who meet one of three criteria.²⁸ The EB-2 applies to professionals with advanced degrees or people with exceptional ability who satisfy one of three criteria.²⁹ The EB-3 covers skilled or professional workers who have a bachelor's degree but are not otherwise qualified for a higher preference category, skilled workers with a minimum of two years of training or experience, and unskilled workers.¹⁰¹ The EB-4 allows permanent residence status for ministers and other religious workers.¹⁰¹

The EB-5 "investor" visa is available to people who invest at least $1 million and create or sustain at least ten full-time jobs, or who invest $500,000 in a "targeted employment area" and create or sustain ten jobs.¹⁰²

---

²⁷ Id.
²⁸ 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b)(1) (2006); 8 C.F.R. § 204.5(h)-(j) (2010). The EB-1 targets (1) people of extraordinary ability in sciences, arts, education, business, and athletics, (2) outstanding professors and researchers, and (3) managers and executives subject to international transfer. Id.
²⁹ 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b)(2); 8 C.F.R. § 204.5(k). The EB-2 targets people with exceptional ability in sciences, arts, or business, advanced degree professionals, and qualified physicians who will practice in underserved areas of the United States. Id.
¹⁰¹ 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b)(3); 8 C.F.R. § 204.5(i)(2).
¹⁰² 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b)(5); 8 C.F.R. § 204.5(m)(5). There is also a category of investor visas referred to as the E-2, which affords temporary, renewable status for any foreign-born person who satisfies certain screening requirements, invests an amount sufficient to successfully operate a business, hires U.S. citizens, is from one of the eighty countries with which the United States has a commercial treaty, and whose business has a "significant economic impact." 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(E)(ii) (2006); 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(e)(2)(ii) (2010). In addition, the sole purpose for coming to the United States must have been to direct and develop a "real operating commercial enterprise." 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(E)(ii); 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(e)(2)(ii). The holder of an E-2 visa is not eligible for permanent resident status and must establish intent to leave the United States as part of his or her application. 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(E)(ii); 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(e)(2)(iii). There is no cap on the number of E-2 visas, but it is only valid for up to five years, and may be renewed indefinitely as long as eligibility continues and the treaty remains. See Nelson A. Castillo, Gaining Access to the United States by Investing, PODER 360° (Apr. 2010), http://www.poder360.com/article_detail.php?id_article=4207&psid=2. Approximately 150,000 holders of E-2 visas employ over one million Americans in the United States. Nina Mold, Guest Commentary: New Visa Holders Won't Create More Jobs Than E-2 Investors, NAPLES DAILY NEWS (Apr. 13, 2010, 5:25 PM), http://www.naplesnews.com/news/2010/apr/13/guest-commentary-new-visa-holders-wont-create-more/. Two notable differences between the EB-5 and E-2 visas are that E-2 visas are limited to treaty countries and do not allow the visa holder to petition for permanent residency.
The EB-5 also requires direct involvement by the investor in supervising the business operations. Unlike the other EB categories, the EB-5 is a conditional visa that lasts for only two years.

No more than 7% of the EB series visas may go to citizens of any one country annually. Therefore, countries like Malawi, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, and Costa Rica are entitled to the same maximum number of EB series visas as India and China.

The United States issues approximately one million permanent resident visas ("green cards") each year. Currently, about 40,000 visas are available for people with extraordinary abilities (EB-1), 40,000 visas are available for professionals with advanced degrees (EB-2), and 10,000 visas are available for investors (EB-5). This is only about 9% of the annual allotment of permanent resident visas, and these allotments must cover spouses and unmarried children. The HSIs themselves only comprise an estimated one-third of the visa recipients in these categories—and a paltry 3% of the green cards issued annually.

Compared with the U.S. workforce of 154 million people, the allotment of relevant EB visas increases that workforce by 0.08% each year. Considering the infusion of innovation, new firms, new jobs, and other benefits contributed by HSIs to the economy, this increase is vanishingly small and the foregone benefits (opportunity costs) correspondingly huge.

III. REFORMING U.S. POLICY REGARDING HSIS

The pace, strength, and magnitude of our innovation and economic growth will depend in part on U.S. policy regarding HSIs. A major constraint is that we allot a very large share of permanent visas to family
members without regard to their skills, and we give only a small, negligible interest to highly skilled labor and the economic benefits it tends to produce. Positively altering the trajectory of current policy trends regarding HSIs in order to maximize their potential contributions to U.S. innovation and economic growth requires new priorities, principles, and approaches. Merely tinkering around the edges may produce incremental improvements, but more far-reaching reforms are required to yield larger gains. More than family-oriented policies (and especially refugee and asylee policies), immigration policy that is oriented toward innovation, growth, and entrepreneurship can be measured in its effects, diversified in its targeting, and adapted to the changing macro-needs of our economy.

A. Reform U.S. Policy to Directly Target HSIs and Entrepreneurs

Below we discuss policy reforms with the greatest potential to attract and retain HSIs and the corresponding benefits for our economy and human welfare. These reforms include concerted efforts to permit recruiting of innovators and entrepreneurs either generally, or at least more specifically from among foreign-born graduates of U.S. universities, incorporation of a point and/or auction system, and new visa categories to target HSIs likely to create firms and jobs.

Several of the recommendations below suggest a new class of "provisional" visas that would permit the holder to enter, live, and work in the United States as long as he or she satisfied certain conditions, such as English fluency, a STEM graduate degree, and no criminal record. A worker could remain in the United States and automatically transition to permanent status after the passage of a specified period of time and the satisfaction of additional expectations—such as regular employment or starting and growing a business—some of which are discussed below. In the right situations, a provisional visa can be better than a temporary visa, which is characterized by uncertainty and delays in processing renewals (when available), and/or starting over when applying for permanent status. A provisional visa can also mediate societal risks associated with the automatic but seemingly unearned nature of immediately granting permanent status without better insight into the likelihood that the holder will contribute to instead of merely taking from society. Papademetriou and his colleagues advocate a provisional system that combines the H-1B and EB series 2 and 3 levels because a substantial percentage of EB series visas (90%) are awarded to

112. See Orrenius & Zavodny, supra note 15, at 7, 30; West, supra note 16, at xiii, 132; Borjas, Let’s Be Clear, supra note 49; Alden, supra note 48.
workers adjusting from temporary status. Orrenius and Zavodny call for a system through which provisional visas are auctioned to employers.

1. Intensive Recruiting Efforts

American states and local communities might be allowed to actively advertise for and recruit HSIs with preferred characteristics, experiences, and skills. For example, states may want to attract those with backgrounds in life sciences, clean energy, or other disciplines that may be important to their economic futures. The problem with this is that recruitment will be of limited use today so long as visa allotments for HSIs are as restricted as they currently are.

A related strategy might be to create a visa category more specifically designed to attract immigrants who have demonstrated entrepreneurial success or a capacity for scaling high-growth companies. Congress could create a provisional visa, with permanent status conditioned on satisfying specific criteria, such as experience starting and scaling companies that reach defined levels of revenue, profit, and employees, thus commercializing university research results to specified degrees of marketability or utility. Formal educational requirements for this visa should not exclude successful entrepreneurs who have followed non-traditional paths, but the criteria should be demanding and reasonably detailed so the visa is not available to just anyone but is still attainable for people with the intended experience and skills.

Relying on employers to recruit for innovation, as our current system does, may not by itself produce outcomes at the desired scale. After all, employers seek to fulfill their labor needs, which may or may not eventually lead to new companies and new jobs. The number of entrepreneurs to be recruited may not be large, although their effect on the economy is likely to be disproportionally great. In many ways, the recruiting efforts should focus less on individuals and more on the potential of people over time to contribute to and take advantage of the qualities of America that foster in-

113. See Papademtriotu et al., Provisional Visas, supra note 60, at i, 14-15.


115. In fact, such recruitment overseas was common in the nineteenth century, when states advertised extensively in Europe to attract foreign workers. The immigration laws of 1864 allowed recruiting of contract labor. Papademtriotu et al., Provisional Visas, supra note 60, at 4. See generally Aristide R. Zolberg, A Nation by Design: Immigration Policy in the Fashioning of America (2006) (discussing the history of American immigration from colonial periods to the present). To be sure, the skills these states sought to attract were much less developed, and states also recruited people in order to populate relatively empty continents.
novation and entrepreneurship, with the most likely of these people to be foreign graduates of U.S. universities.

2. **Recruit Graduates of U.S. Colleges and Universities**

Many advocates of economic growth propose allowing foreign-born graduates of U.S. universities to stay. These advocates include New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg, Craig Barrett from Intel Corporation, United States Senators Schumer and Graham, Robert Litan and Tim Kane from the Kauffman Foundation, Vivek Wadhwa, and many others. The United States makes a substantial economic and knowledge investment in foreign students, and those students can contribute significantly to a pipeline of talent for high-skill labor, innovation, firms, and jobs. It is foolish and self-defeating that we do not reap the benefits of these high-quality American educations and experiences.

In addition, economic communities and networks develop around strong academic programs and their graduates, both native- and foreign-born. Silicon Valley, Boston's Route 128, and the Research Triangle are only the best-known examples. It harms the economy and communities to force foreign-born graduates of U.S. schools to abandon their professional communities, which are then denied the fruits of their investments in educating them.

Therefore, foreign-born persons who earn a graduate degree from a U.S. university, particularly in a STEM discipline, should receive a green card or at least a provisional visa, as described in the introduction to this section, if they meet other minimal criteria designed to ensure their assimilation and contributions, such as English fluency and no criminal record. At a minimum, degree recipients should have more than one year after graduation.

---

116. See HERMAN & SMITH, supra note 1, at 143, 153; WADHWA, ENTREPRENEURS, PART V, supra note 68, at 5; WEST, supra note 16, at 135; Kerr & Schlosser, supra note 58, at 122-38. See generally Adams, supra note 92; Alden, supra note 48; Huma Khan, supra note 91.

117. For instance, regardless of citizenship, graduate students can generally receive free tuition to Ph.D. programs, grants for research, and funding for teaching positions. See MONTI ET AL., supra note 21, at 1; WEST, supra note 16, at 13, 37, 135, 136; Borjas, Foreign Students, supra note 10, at 10, 15.

118. WEST, supra note 16, at 14, 135.

119. This is particularly true with regard to knowledge, experience, and information that could affect national security, such as the study of such disciplines as nuclear and organic chemistry, chemical and nuclear engineering, and atomic and nuclear physics. See George J. Borjas, *Are Foreign Students Worth It? Is the International Open Door at Colleges and Universities Good or Bad for America? The Student Program is Deeply Flawed*, BOS. GLOBE, Sept. 15, 2002, at E12 [hereinafter Borjas, Student Program].

120. ORRENIUS & ZAVODNY, supra note 15, at 49.
within which to qualify for alternative visa status by starting a company, creating jobs, working in a STEM job, or an alternative.

Variations on this theme could better target those who are most likely to advance innovation and economic growth. For instance, the STAPLE Act, introduced by Congressman Robert Flake from Arizona, proposes visas for those who earn a doctorate from a U.S. university in various STEM disciplines.121 Given the disproportionate number of foreign-born people who have or are currently receiving doctorates, who have founded STEM-oriented firms in the United States, or who work at STEM-based firms,122 this approach could be fruitful. Another variation would extend the visa to those who earn a master’s degree in a STEM discipline from a U.S. university, because foreign-born people with either master’s or doctorate degrees in science or engineering are more likely to be involved with patenting activity.123 This could give new choices to the almost 260,000 foreign-born students who were enrolled at various stages of graduate STEM programs at U.S. universities in the 2005-2006 academic year,124 and corresponding opportunities for employers, innovation, and business starts and growth for the U.S. economy.

Another variant would have provided temporary status to foreign-born people who earn a degree from a U.S. university in engineering or the physical sciences. A new visa class, F-4, would have allowed transitions to permanent status after three years if the visa-holder had worked in his or her discipline for that time.125 Unlike the H-1B, the F-4 would not have depended on a specific employer’s sponsorship and job offer in the United States and would have afforded greater mobility for the visa-holder to change jobs.126 Still, the proposed F-4 suffered from a lack of clarity about what it means to “work” in the discipline during the temporary period. More specifically, it was unclear whether the proposed F-4 mandated limits or permitted a visa-holder to start and grow a business (or fail in attempts to grow a business) in the discipline.

121. H.R. 1791, 111th Cong. (2009); HERMAN & SMITH, supra note 1, at 153-54.
122. NAT’L SCI. FOUND., supra note 32, at 3-50, 3-55, 3-56; WADHWA, ENTREPRENEURS, PART II, supra note 4, at 2-3, 6 & fig.1, 13 fig.14; Kaushal & Fix, supra note 10, at 12; Kerr & Lincoln, supra note 3, at 1.
123. See HUNT & GAUTHIER-LOISELLE, supra note 3, at 13, tbl.1.
125. See MATLOFF, BEST? BRIGHTEST?, supra note 91.
126. See id. Nevertheless, a former employer could have still tried to influence others not to hire a former employee, threatened to do so, or otherwise made it difficult for a holder to change jobs. Offering recourse to U.S. courts for defamation, tortious interference, or other potential claims provides little comfort to a person who has been or is waiting to be deported.
A provisional visa for STEM-graduates, rather than a temporary visa, might be more politically attractive and practical. Even well-designed temporary visas can be unpredictable and subject to exploitation and abuse. As discussed in Part III.A.5, temporary visas can also inhibit entrepreneurship. A provisional visa for graduates addresses those problems while also requiring that the graduate demonstrate that permanent residence is deserved. In this way, provisional visas balance against both the “supply shock” risk and the permanent increase in the labor market that accompanies an immediate green card.

If new visa categories for STEM graduates cannot clearly and easily lead to permanent residence, portability between employers or to entrepreneurship must, at a minimum, be permitted. While the H-1B limits portability partly to allow the sponsoring employer to recoup its expenditures in recruiting and bringing the immigrant to the United States, this rationale does not apply to the proposed new category. Portability to a new employer, at least for STEM graduates, will allow the labor market to operate more efficiently. In addition, allowing portability to self-employment or entrepreneurship acknowledges that foreign students do not necessarily plan to start businesses at the outset but form the idea over time.

3. A Point System

Many immigration specialists and some legislators have advocated a system that awards points based on an applicant’s potential contributions to society in areas like economic growth. Such a system could be used to identify entrepreneurs in emerging strategic industries such as clean energy, biotechnologies, or nanotechnologies. In fact, other nations such as Canada, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Australia have been using point systems for decades to target and attract immigrant entrepreneurs and innovators. Thus, a point system could be particularly effective as the

127. Papademetriou et al., Provisional Visas, supra note 60, at 3 (discussing how it is difficult for employees with temporary visas to change employers).
129. Papademetriou et al., Provisional Visas, supra note 60, at 16.
130. Kerr & Schlosser, supra note 58, at 137.
132. Papademetriou, Statement, supra note 131, at 3, 6; Papademetriou & Yale-Loehr, Balancing Interests, supra note 60, at 126, 131; Demetrios G. Papademetriou, Migration Pol’y Inst., Selecting Economic Stream Immigrants through Points Systems
“race” for talent intensifies—as it is widely projected to do. Nevertheless, Papademetriou, a leading scholar and advocate for such a system, cautions that point systems are not intended for governments to undertake job matching or to meet specific needs of individual employers within narrow timeframes.

In addition to conventional point categories such as educational attainment, a U.S. point system targeted at economic growth through innovation and entrepreneurship could award points and establish weights for specific attributes. These attributes might include: degrees specific to STEM disciplines, the nature of the degree (e.g., bachelor’s, master’s, doctorate), post-doctoral experiences, mentoring relationships and recommendations, previous time spent in the United States or engaged in U.S. business operations, patent(s) applied for and received, license(s) granted or received (regardless of patenting activity), economic or humanitarian outcomes and effects of the license(s), and experience with beginning a business, attracting financing, putting together and working with a founding team, and/or growing and scaling a business.

A point system might also consider the viability of a business plan, as evidenced by enforceable capital or credit commitments, employees hired, and/or contracts with customers to purchase relevant goods or services. Applicants might even be awarded points based on the amount they or their sponsors are willing to pay the U.S. government for the visa—a suggestion at the heart of the visa auction proposal discussed below.

Among the advantages of a point system are the political confidence and appearance of impartiality inspired by the use of objective selection criteria and data readily tied to the economic and labor market, economic growth, and competitiveness objectives. Among the disadvantages is an inability to adjust quickly to market changes and business cycles, at least as long as Congress retains responsibility for determining allocations, selection crite-
ria, and value weightings. This disadvantage could be minimized, however, if Congress authorized an agency to make these determinations based on existing and projected conditions.

4. **An Auction System**

Immigration visas are scarce resources that are worth a great deal of money to those who obtain them, particularly in light of visa-holders' general welfare in their countries of origin. Indeed, the truth is that these visas are windfalls to the immigrants who are fortunate and patient enough to win them over other applicants. As a matter of fairness, it is not at all clear why the full value of this windfall should go in the first instance to the immigrant; the society that enriches him or her, even as he or she is enriching it, has a strong claim to part of that value. In this spirit, a number of economists—most notably Gary Becker, Barry Chiswick, Richard Freeman, Gordon Hanson, and Julian Simon—have proposed auctioning visas to the highest bidders. These bidders should satisfy other economic (e.g., minimum bids) and non-economic (e.g., non-criminal conduct) criteria.

Any such auction should be designed within certain fairness constraints; it should be transparent, objective, well-defined, consistent, and credible. These features are all too lacking in the current system, which strongly favors those who happen to have family members, friends, and specialized lawyers already in the country. Consequently, there is reason to believe that a well-designed auction will achieve at least as much equality as the current system.

The auction system should allow sponsors, employers, family members, and even humanitarian organizations to bid on behalf of individuals, or allow individuals to bid for themselves on behalf of their own entrepreneurial ventures. The government might even finance bids by low-income but credit-worthy, high-skill applicants out of a fund created from the auction proceeds.

---
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143. See SCHUCK, DIVERSITY, supra note 111, at 130 (suggesting the government might finance bids for productive workers who cannot afford to bid on their own as a way to address fairness concerns).
Moreover, the bid amount need not be the only criterion in the awarding of visas. Depending on the weight society wishes to place on other criteria, the bid could be one factor among many. To ensure that visa-holders met minimum requirements, the system could have specified thresholds that would have to be met as a condition for the visa’s validity.\textsuperscript{144}

Such a system would have several advantages. First, it would allow the market to value the underlying visa and opportunities it presents to different applicants—an attractive approach for a capitalist system. Second, the amount of each bid would reveal that bidder’s self-assessed productive potential in the United States, an assessment backed by cash. The winners, then, are likely to be the most productive additions to the U.S. economy and society.\textsuperscript{145} This information, along with other, non-economic information is socially valuable when it comes to selecting what is inevitably a limited number of immigrants.\textsuperscript{146} Third, an auction would enable the government, and thus taxpayers, to recover the surplus—the difference between the cost of running the system and the value bidders place on the visas—while also shifting the costs to those who will benefit most from the visas in the first instance. Finally, the government could use auction proceeds to enhance efficiency in processing visas, along with other social purposes.\textsuperscript{147}

Critics may contend that an auction system would unfairly benefit those who have or can raise or finance the bid amount. Their rhetoric might depict the scheme as “selling the Statute of Liberty.” This is a critique, however, that already applies to the current system—a system which greatly advantages those who already have family members in the United States, contacts to find an employer-sponsor, and resources to hire an expert lawyer.\textsuperscript{148} One way of meeting this objection—and a good idea in its own right—is to experiment with auctions by using them, at first, only for a limited number of visas rather than moving directly to an auction system for all visas. An obvious place to start would be to eliminate the current “diversity visa” category and allocate those 50,000 visas annually through an auction.\textsuperscript{149}

\textsuperscript{144} Id.
\textsuperscript{145} ORRENIUS & ZAVODNY, supra note 15, at 84, 111; SCHUCK, DIVERSITY, supra note 111, at 130-31.
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5. **Start Up Visa Act**

Senators John Kerry and Richard Lugar introduced a bill in the 111th Congress to create an EB-6 category that grants two-year visas to immigrants who meet certain capital-raising thresholds from “qualified” venture capitalists or “super angels.”\(^{150}\) Holders of this visa could qualify for permanent residency if they surpass additional capital-raising or revenue-generating benchmarks and add at least five full time jobs for non-family members.\(^{151}\) This visa would draw against the 10,000 visas allotted to the EB-5 investor visa.\(^{152}\)

The proposed Start Up Visa could be useful, but it is unlikely to have a lasting, material effect; nor is it likely to grow the economy or produce new jobs as well as other strategies would. For instance, at the outset, less than 1% of new businesses receive angel or venture capital investment.\(^{153}\) Thus, the Act assumes a reasonably mature business, ready to operate in the United States, which is unusual. In fact, only about 16% of the fastest growing companies and less than 1% of the 600,000 companies started every year receive any venture capital funding at all.\(^{154}\) The Act’s proposed requirements also assume the existence of a network that includes citizens who are, or have access to, venture capitalists or super angels even before the person arrives in the United States; this assumption further restricts the eligible applicant pool. In addition, the specific investment requirement gives the investor additional leverage over the entrepreneur to demand more favorable financial terms, ownership interest, and other provisions that might decrease an entrepreneur’s motivation.

Finally, temporary conditional visas may limit entrepreneurial activity by visa-holders for at least two reasons. First, the temporary status creates uncertainty for possible capital sources. Investors and creditors willing to accept normal market risks may be less inclined to tolerate enhanced risks of deportation or non-renewal if, for instance, the business hires only four employees or generates only $950,000 in revenue, despite the fact that relatively arbitrary numerical standards may be necessary to support transparency, clarity, and consistency. Moreover, these additional risks of deportation and non-renewal may cause investors and creditors to charge a price premium or make other risk-reducing demands, which increases barriers to

\(^{150}\) Start Up Visa Act of 2010, S. 3029, 111th Cong.

\(^{151}\) See id.

\(^{152}\) See id.


success and thus jeopardizes the visa-holder’s prospects for permanent status.

Second, as noted earlier, very few new ventures succeed. About one-third of the 500,000 firms created each year will close within the first two years and only about 50% will make it to year five. Temporary status or conditions based on success may perversely induce people to sustain failed businesses rather than move on to the next venture. Consequently, visas designed or intended to promote otherwise promising entrepreneurial activity should not unduly punish the prospects of failure beyond normal market conditions.

While the proposed Start Up Visa may provide some opportunities and even produce improvements, other paths seem more likely to maximize opportunities for HSIs to expand the U.S. economy and should be pursued in conjunction with, or in addition to, the Start Up Visa.

6. A Job Creator Visa

One better approach might be to remove the investment criteria from the Start Up Visa and focus on jobs created. For instance, Robert E. Litan proposes allowing H-1B or student visa-holders who establish a business to obtain another temporary visa. This visa could be extended if the business hires at least one American non-family resident. Litan proposes that the visa become permanent if the business passes a certain job threshold (e.g., five or ten workers). An alternative strategy would be to provide such a provisional visa to job creators even if they are not already in the United States on H-1B or student visa.

Although this approach to staging conditions may suffer from some of the disadvantages discussed above, it does not unnecessarily tie the foreign-born entrepreneur to a single employer or even to the same employees. Nor does this approach restrict the applicant to starting only one company or keeping that company alive when the market otherwise suggests its demise. Making the visa provisional rather than temporary might make this visa more politically attractive.

B. Improve Current Programs

Although we advocate most strongly for reforming existing policy, even incremental changes such as increasing the number of available visas and
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reducing processing times are better than a status quo that harms the economy and reduces potential job creation and innovation.\footnote{159}

1. \textit{Modify Allocations}

Congress currently permits an annual allocation of 65,000 visas for the H-1B\footnote{160} and 90,000 for the relevant EB series categories\footnote{161} with no more than 7\% going to citizens of any one country receiving EB series visas.\footnote{162} In 2010, there are 163,000 applicants for the limited H-1B visas.\footnote{163} As of October 1, 2006, an estimated 500,000 principals and more than 500,000 “accompanying” family members were waiting for permanent residence visas to the United States.\footnote{164} Manifestly, the demand vastly exceeds supply. The resulting denials and delays represent significant opportunity costs.

Many analysts advocate increasing these allocations; the major question is—by how much? Congress raised the H-1B visa allotment to almost three times the current level before lowering it again in 2003.\footnote{165} It should consider returning to those higher levels or tying visa allotments to changes in the overall population or civilian workforce, whether total or employed, or to changes in the gross domestic product, which has risen 64\% in the last two decades during which time the current EB levels were first established.\footnote{166}

Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle suggest that patent activity per capita could increase by 6\% for every 1\% increase in immigrant college graduates in the United States, and such activity could increase by 12\% for every 1\% in-

\footnote{159. See \textit{Anderson} \& \textit{Platzer}, supra note 5, at 21. Representatives from one-third of surveyed publicly-held, venture capital-backed companies believed that the lack of H-1B visas influenced their decisions to place more employees outside the United States, and two-thirds of the respondents who used H-1B visas believed that current U.S. policies regarding HSI is “harm American competitiveness.” \textit{Id.} at 7, 30.}
\footnote{161. See 8 U.S.C. § 1151(d) (2006) (providing for 140,000 employment-based visas annually); 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b) (2006) (allocating 28.6\%, or about 40,000, visas to those who would be categorized as EB-1, 40,000 visas to those who would be categorized as EB-2, and 7.1\%, or about 10,000, visas to those who would be categorized as EB-5, for a total of 90,000).}
\footnote{162. 8 U.S.C. § 1152(a)(2) (2006).}
\footnote{163. See Wadhwa, \textit{Work Visas}, supra note 84.}
\footnote{164. See \textit{Wadhwa}, \textit{Entrepreneurs, Part III}, supra note 16, at 26, 30; see also \textit{Orrenius} \& \textit{Zavodny}, supra note 15, at 89.}
\footnote{165. See \textit{Zavodny}, supra note 81, at 2; see also \textit{Nat’l Sci. Found.}, supra note 32, at 3-55; \textit{H-1B Visas by the Numbers}, supra note 19, at 5 & tbl.1.}
\footnote{166. See \textit{H-1B Visas by the Numbers}, supra note 19, at 4; see also \textit{Orrenius} \& \textit{Zavodny}, supra note 15, at 34, 62; \textit{West}, supra note 16, at 132, 148.}
crease in foreign-born graduate degree recipients. Maskus found that for every hundred foreign students who receive doctorates in science or engineering from a U.S. university, there are an additional sixty-two future patent applications. This information supports targeting graduates of U.S. institutions and increasing the relevant allocation to make more room for these holders based on the likelihood of their innovation and patenting activity. Of course, any approach to expanding the allocation should account for the fact that the H-1B and EB series visas include the applicant and family members, not all of whom will work or contribute to patenting. Others have urged that the cap on H-1B visas be 110% of the preceding year’s usage, and that the cap for EB series visas be 115% of the preceding year’s usage.

Another numerical reform would be to remove or at least increase the 7% cap on immigrants from any one country receiving an EB series. The substantially large populations of India and China, as compared to the rest of the world, and the large number of Indians and Chinese who study and work in the United States, particularly in the STEM disciplines, suggest that the ceiling, if retained, should be different for these and other similarly situated countries. As educational systems and business networks of other countries advance, raising or eliminating the cap for these countries or regions may also be appropriate. The best course overall would be to eliminate the country or regional caps for HSIs in order to attract skill sets, networks, and other capabilities intended to advance the U.S. economy. Restrictions by country or region perversely deny the United States access to contributions and innovations that those cut off by the cap would have made.

If there are concerns about increasing the number of immigrants beyond current allocations, additional room could be found by eliminating the so-called “diversity visa” program under which 50,000 visas per year are

167. See Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle, supra note 3, at 13-14, 20. This compares to an increase in patent activity per capita of only 3.5% for every 1% increase in native-born college graduates. See id. at 13. Stated differently, Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle’s research suggests a nearly two-fold increase in patent activity per capita by educated immigrants over their native-born peers. See id. at 10 tbl.1, 11, 20.
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available for applicants and their families from certain low-admission states and regions.\textsuperscript{173} Advocates justify these visas as a way of redressing an "unfair imbalance between high-admission and low-admission regions and states," but others point out that these visas actually cause the population to be less diverse than it might otherwise be, and that the program was designed to create a "new, white, European, English-speaking, largely Irish immigration stream to balance . . . the unexpectedly large non-white Asian and Latino migrations in the 1970s and 1980s."\textsuperscript{174}

The "diversity visa" program suffers from other more practical problems that undermine its usefulness, particularly when balanced against the value of targeting HSIs and economic growth. First, diversity visa-holders often lack technical education or usable skills.\textsuperscript{175} Second, these immigrants may lack any network or resources within the United States to help them acclimate and adjust to their new home.\textsuperscript{176} These factors suggest that they and their families are less likely to contribute to economic growth. Finally, the program is also ripe for abuse through the submission of multiple applications under derivatives of the person’s name, use of falsified documents, sales of successful applications to others, and corrupt governments that may intercept and redistribute visas or destroy them.\textsuperscript{177} Consequently, diversity visas are of doubtful economic, social, political, and ethical value. Those 50,000 visas could be better used to test some of the recommendations in this article.

Economic growth might also be encouraged by experimenting with a certain number of H-1B visas that would not be specifically tied to any particular employer. This change would not only address criticisms about H-1B holders being cheap, exploited workers and native wage depressors, but would also recognize that promotions, raises, and other indicia of upward mobility are now more frequently available across firms rather than within them.\textsuperscript{178}
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2. **Accelerate Processing**

The processing time for green cards and temporary skills-based visas can take up to *twenty years.*

The uncertainty, unfairness, and inefficiency inherent in such long waits affect the would-be immigrants, their family members, employers, investors, creditors, and others, and surely inhibit innovative thinking and investment of human and financial capital in productive ways.

The wait also unnecessarily binds holders to the specific employers who sponsored their visas, thereby limiting their mobility and inhibiting innovation and entrepreneurial potential.

Processing times can be reduced by hiring more people, organizing them more efficiently, and updating technology. Increasing fees and revenue from point systems or auction programs could help defray the costs of a faster, more efficient system.

At a minimum, for those already in the United States for a certain number of years, the time it takes to process a visa application should count toward the waiting period before which an immigrant may apply for citizenship. This policy would provide some reward for tolerating the delay and its effects.

**CONCLUSION**

A U.S. economy that needs innovation and economic growth is ill-served by laws, standards, and systems designed to further outdated goals and dubious immigration policies. A blatant disconnect exists between our current HSI system and the demands of economic growth through innovation and entrepreneurship.

Yet, a vast number of HSIs are waiting to contribute to these goals. In many ways, HSIs are like low-hanging fruit. Why, then, have policymakers failed to reap these potential rewards? What is the source of lethargy and tolerance for an unambiguously deficient system? Policy regarding HSIs and the corresponding benefits for innovation, our economy, and human welfare should not be held hostage to the contingencies of reforming other parts of our immigration system.

Research could provide answers to these questions. Interviews with policymakers and their staffs can elucidate the political calculus of inaction.
and the measures that might help to overcome it. Discussions with HSIs, both successful and unsuccessful, could be valuable in formulating new policies or better implementing existing ones. Interviews with entrepreneurs and investors who have scaled companies might also yield useful insights into the nature of the obstacles to growth erected by current immigration policies, and the desirability of various proposals for policy and administrative reforms, including those discussed in this article.

Immigration, particularly by HSIs, has been both “engine and fuel” for the U.S. economy, providing knowledge, technology, and even capital. By invigorating national and global commerce and trade, HSIs contribute disproportionately to American jobs, wealth, and human welfare. Our immigration policy should take better advantage of the opportunities HSIs present.
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